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Trek of the Mountain Man

2018-09-25

Johnstone country where the good die young the bad die sooner wanted smoke jensen dead or alive it didn t matter that the warrant was old or that smoke jensen had been cleared of all charges a Texas bounty hunter wants that 10 000 reward with time running out and the life of smoke s woman hanging in the balance this hunter becomes the hunted and smoke ll see to it that this matter gets settled once and for all live free read hard

Journey Of The Mountain Man

2013-06-06

Smoke Jensen is on the trail to Montana to rescue a relative from a range war in this gritty western adventure by the USA today bestselling author smoke jensen couldn t have cared less that a range war had erupted in montana but his cousin fae was stuck right in the middle of a hundred gun showdown that was about to explode in bullets and blood when smoke strapped on his colts and went to fae s aid he knew the deck was stacked against him even when he was joined by four old friends it looked like it was going to be his final stand but if anyone could buck the odds it was smoke jensen the last mountain man
Code of the Mountain Man

2014-08-29

criminals draw the wrath of a retired gunfighter after shooting his wife in this western by a USA Today bestselling author of War of the Mountain Man. Lee Slater and his gang of lowlife desperadoes didn’t know that Smoke Jensen had given up his gunslinger status to become a family man stirring up a motherlode of trouble was their first mistake shooting Smoke’s wife Sally was their second chances are they’re not going to live to make a third.

Spirit of the Mountain Man

2018-09-25

USA Today bestselling author there’s a price on Smoke Jensen’s head but the posse pursuing him are going to be the ones paying the message was written in blood bring me the head of Smoke Jensen a hard term in Yuma prison gave Ralph Tinsdale and his gunhawk sidekicks time to nurse a deep hatred for Smoke Jensen the man who put them there a bloody escape gives them the chance to get even their posse is already forty strong the price on Smoke’s head is up to twenty grand and with Jensen’s own wife shanghaied into Tinsdale’s deadly trap this time there’s more at stake than Smoke’s own life.

Pursuit Of The Mountain Man

2013-06-06

New York Times bestselling series another man is about to learn what a mistake it is to draw on Smoke Jensen itching for a challenge adventurer Count Frederick von Hausen has sailed from Germany and now intends to hunt down Smoke Jensen after hearing that Smoke was considered the meanest toughest man in the West and with a party of the nastiest hardcases he can find von Hausen shadows Smoke into Wyoming’s high Rockies but Smoke Jensen is the last mountain man and he knows the country like the back of his hand he also knows that these doomed backtrailers couldn’t have picked a prettier place to be buried.
Spirit of the Mountain Man ; Ordeal of the Mountain Man

2002

New York Times bestselling series Smoke Jensen makes his way to San Francisco to sort out a case of gold gangs and a madam's mysterious death. In the depth of a cruel, lonesome winter comes a cryptic message for Smoke Jensen: the letter tells of skullduggery by gold barons, railroad magnates, and Chinese tongs in San Francisco. Smoke knows only one person in the city by the bay: the well-rounded, open-natured Francie, mistress of one of the town's most notorious pleasure palaces. Smoke once rescued her from raiding Cheyenne, but now Madame Francie is mysteriously dead and Smoke's arrival in San Francisco is less than welcoming. Then on the waterfront he learns of a plot by the wealthy, the mighty, and the deadly to expand their stronghold over the region's gold-rich lands, beating a trail into the high Sierras. Smoke recruits a band of angry prospectors, ranchers, and farmers for a final showdown that could be the end of Smoke Jensen.

Power of the Mountain Man

2017-09-26

The newest adventure in Johnstone's Mountain Man series finds Smoke Jensen recruiting some hard-fighting mountain men to act as guardian angels to the men building a railroad through the vast Canadian Rockies, which makes them easy prey for outlaws and hostile Indian tribes.

Quest of the Mountain Man

2004-02

This book is about the fur trappers of the 1820s and 1830s who, in their search for beaver, became the first explorers of the Rocky Mountains and beyond.

The Mountain Men
in this western by the bestselling author of return of the mountain man legendary gunslingers unite to save a beleaguered mining town when gold is discovered near the little town of no name colorado the citizens are overjoyed at their good fortune until trouble gallops down maine street on a horse straight out of hell for gold s closest companions are greed and murder and every two bit gunslick from the atlantic to the rockies is beating a path to the gold strike which is practically on the doorstep of smoke jensen they re looking to get rich quick and never mind how it s done but this legendary mountain man never learned how to back away from a good fight and this one promises to be a whopper outnumbered a hundred to one he recruits an army of his own twenty aging but still lethal legends of the frontier of the frontier in the violent sunset of their grizzled lives one thing you can count on there s going to be a lot of blood spilled before anyone walks away with the gold

**Trail of the Mountain Man**

2013-06-06

shoot a mountain man in the back on the frontier a man s word is his bond and only fast guns and good friends can save your life so when smoke jensen trusts his gravely injured comrade to the care of a small town doctor the last thing he expects is an act of betrayal and a call for revenge and get ready to look him in the eye somewhere in his past smoke crossed paths with a lowlife who has now built a little kingdom as a frontier sheriff for the corrupt lawman holding smoke s friend hostage is the perfect way to lure smoke into a deathtrap now there s no choice for the mountain man he knows how many guns are waiting up ahead but he won t ever leave a brother behind and this time there won t be an enemy left standing or a bullet left in smoke s gun over 10 million johnstone books in print

**Wrath of the Mountain Man**

2017-07-25

in this western by the usa today bestselling author of spirit of the mountain man a cowboy stops in the wrong town and soon faces double the danger the wyoming tinderbox of muddy gap is feeling none too friendly ever since the grubbs gang tore through on a hellraising rampage and it s far from over because what the vicious utah jack grubbs would really kill for just rode into town smoke jensen and a small fortune in rawhide smoke needed a break from driving a herd of remounts north when he showed up in muddy gap now he s on the run again headed for the montana wilds
with grubbs and his men shadowing his trail as if that wasn't trouble enough chief iron claw's bloodthirsty cheyenne warriors have just appeared on the horizon it isn't long before a war between the white man's greed and the red man's savagery turns the peaceful bighorn mountains into a simmering powder keg caught in the middle with no way out smoke jensen is just the man to set off the explosion.

**Ordeal of the Mountain Man**

2014-01-16

six gun justice smoke jensen was the last mountain man and the quickest draw in the west but he was tired of fighting every punk who wanted to make a reputation for himself so he hung up his 45s it didn't last long like jensen the two mexican gunfighters known as carbone and martine had put away their six guns married and turned to ranching down in durango then they came up against an army of outlaws under a warlord who called himself carvajal that was when they called on smoke jensen smoke didn't waste a minute when your friends called you came running carvajal laughed when he heard that smoke jensen was on the way after all what could one man do.

**The Last Mountain Man**

2006

usa today bestselling author it's a race against time to rescue a gunslinger's wife held hostage selling his gun to the highest bidder sharpshooter monte carson rode side by side with big jim slaughter the most feared hombre in wyoming territory but when monte decided to reform his ways and give back fifty thousand dollars in stolen army payroll he made an enemy in slaughter and a friend in mountain man smoke jensen now an enraged slaughter wants his money and if he doesn't get it he is going to kill monte's wife his hostage in an outlaw paradise called jackson hole wyoming for smoke there's no choice but to come down off the mountain and ride straight into the hole where he and slaughter will go head to head in a fiery clash of courage fury and guns.

**Fury Of The Mountain Man**
smoke jensen runs into an old enemy and his vicious gang in this latest book in johnstone's bestselling series

Heart of the Mountain Man

the latest action packed installment in the national bestselling western authors william w johnstone and j a johnstone's long running mountain man historical series the 50th book in the bestselling mountain man series a cold day in hell descends upon texas when mountain man sharpshooter smoke jensen pins on a tin star to tackle a wild bunch of bloodthirsty outlaws in this gun blazing novel from national bestselling authors william w johnstone and j a johnstone johnstone country a glorious land jonas madigan is dying he spent his life taming towns and upholding justice across the west with no regrets along the way madigan took the measure of good men like smoke jensen who has traveled to salt lick texas to pay his respects to the lawman but when bandits gun down the small town's current marshal and smoke sends the killers to boot hill madigan asks his friend to wear the badge and keep the peace until a permanent replacement is sworn in turns out the bandits were members of bishop's mauraders a twenty man gang of trigger happy thieves led by the vicious and venomous snake bishop and they've set their sights on salt lick they're due to arrive at the same time as a monstrous blizzard that's covering up the countryside now it's up to smoke to turn the townspeople into a posse to defend their lives and land from both mother nature and man's worst nature live free read hard

Creed of the Mountain Man ; Guns of the Mountain Man

usa today bestselling author smoke jensen aims to bring justice to a town taken over by the lawless with a little help from his 45 a short ride to hell outlaw joe wales has a score to settle in pueblo find jacob murdock and the band of vaqueros who attacked his wife and drown them in their own stinking blood but when wales's hunting party is ambushed the only gunfighter he can count on for cover is smoke jensen the trigger ready legend of the high lonesome jensen's more than willing to strap on a brace of 45s to help out his friend especially if it involves nailing some dirty renegades to the wall things are tougher than jensen imagined murdock and his men aren't just hiding out in pueblo they've taken it over outnumbered in a town of desperados smoke is numero uno on murdock's most wanted list but even with a price on his head smoke can still dole
out his own unforgiving brand of justice and when the sun goes down he’s going to take them on one by one and blow each and every hide back to hell

**Vengeance of the Mountain Man**

2016-02

out of the gallows into the gunfire afast furious western from the usa today bestselling author they’re hanging billy ray cabot in cloverdale nevada on friday or so they think thursday brings smoke jensen to town in another life billy ray was almost kin to smoke and guilty or not smoke will blast cloverdale sky high if that’s what it takes to set his old friend free by midnight smoke and billy ray are riding hell for leather out of cloverdale and into a war between cunning railroad robbers and the organization sworn to stop them billy ray was working for the railroads until he was betrayed now both men are pursued by deadly enemies on either side of the law for a former mountain man who’s tried to make a peaceful life back in colorado there’s only one way back home he’s going on the attack and this attack won’t stop until the bitterest bloodiest end

**Cruel Winter of the Mountain Man**

2022-11-29

it didn’t matter that the warrant was years old or that smoke jensen has been cleared of all charges a texas bounty hunter named bill pike believed he could still collect at usd 10 000 reward for killing jensen and he intended to do just that but when pike and his men came calling jensen was nowhere to be found so they took the next best thing smoke’s woman left behind a ransom note and headed up into the rocky mountains

**Honor of the Mountain Man**

2018-07-31

from the bestselling authors of brutal night of the mountain man a gunslinger must ride through a nightmare to rescue his wife when smoke jensen
sees a gang of outlaws holding up a stagecoach his gunfighter instincts take over and he storms in with guns blazing he kills one of the gunmen the rest scatter like the rats they are another notch on the sharpshooter's weathered grip but the dead man is the brother of the notorious outlaw gabe briggs and briggs will want revenge tired of the savagery of the lawless countryside smoke's wife sally heads back east for a spell only to find the big city choking in filth violence and corruption before sally can head back home though she s snatched right off the street when smoke gets word that sally s been kidnapped he boards the first train east but gabe briggs and his ruthless band of bad men are along for the ride unless smoke can punch their ticket to hell first they'll blow this train sky high

The First Mountain Man

2003

in a nearly impenetrable mountain fastness in idaho there thrives today an extraordinary human anachronism his name is sylvan hart his lineage is pre revolutionary his way of life 18th century hart now in his sixties makes grows mines or hunts virtually everything he needs for hart has refined the techniques of surviving comfortably and fruitfully in the wilderness to a high art the creative by products of his leisure are almost infinite in their number and variety his blacksmith shop alone has more handmade tools than the author could catalog his collection of hand wrought hand bored muzzle loading rifles comprises an exquisite display of the gunsmith's craft and a practical necessity as well hart s retreat to the wilderness as a young man followed a family tradition that the male members spend a year in the woods there he found the challenges of self sufficiency and the satisfactions of the various crafts he has developed were for him the only way to live no misanthrope not even a woman hater i still haven't found the right one hart instead feels sorry for those who must exist amidst the mounting ills of city and suburb he is an articulate literate man with a quick sense of humor and an enormous relish for a life keenly attuned to nature's changes both subtle and violent to the isolated often harsh yet always beautiful environment he has chosen hart's adaptation has been perfect born in oklahoma he drifts about the west after high school prospecting for gold and holding down odd jobs he then took an engineering degree in college before embarking on his stint in the woods where he has become an amalgam of the longshoreman turned philosopher eric hoffer and thoreau living in 1969 in a robinson crusoe like compound on the clear cold waters of the river of no return besides the ingenuity of his mode of existence and the perfection of his artifacts sylvan hart is fascinating from still another aspect for his is a living vocal link with the lore and legend of an all but vanished era of the american west the gold rush days with the boomtowns now turned ghost towns and the escapades of the era's notorious badmen many of the stories in the book the author tracked down himself the last of the mountain men is a strongly felt chronicle of a unique way of life in an urbanizing society in sharing hart's deeply held values at first hand the author affirms anew the importance to all americans of their nearly forgotten natural heritage
**Shootout of the Mountain Man**

2010-12-01

contains two novels by william w johnstone including journey of the mountain man in which smoke jensen travels to montana to aid his cousin fae in a range war and the first mountain man cheyenne challenge about preacher s encounters with ezra pease and his gang

**Quest of the Mountain Man/Trek of the Mountain Man**

2006-08-01

a gunslinger trying to outrun his reputation smoke jensen becomes caught up in the unrest in johnson county where cattle rustlers and vigilantes have become the law

**Venom of the Mountain Man**

2017-11-28

cattle baron clint black and his hired guns set out to stop smoke jensen from selling 3 500 head of cattle to black s neighbor

**The Last of the Mountain Men**

1969

where there s fire there s smoke in this thrilling western by the usa today bestselling author smoke jensen takes on a savage outlaw gang in the rockies smoke jensen has journeyed up to the colorado rockies to a sell a prized bull to a local rancher but the rancher and his wife have been mercilessly slaughtered by outlaws only moments before smoke s arrival in a hail of bullets smoke pulverizes two of the murderers and drags two
others to the town of brown spur for justice come hanging day the two killers are on the way to the gallows when a thundering gang of raiders crashes into town and rescues them from the jaws of death when the bloody onslaught is over dead bodies litter the streets and smoke jensen is a man on a mission calling themselves the ghost riders a savage gang of outlaws has stealthily moved in from wyoming territory smoke now has a personal motive for going up against the ghost riders no matter how many they are no matter how many guns they have he ll hunt them down one killer at a time

Journey Of The Mountain Man /The First Mountain: Man Cheyenne Challenge
2007-04-01
usa today bestselling author with a gun a badge and a thirst for vengeance smoke jensen goes after a band of brutal bank robbers smoke jensen stands as a force of will in the lawless west messing with his wife is a bad idea into the valley of death sally has traveled to the silver mining town of goth colorado to open a restaurant with a friend that s where she crosses paths with five bank robbers in a hurry to strike it rich with the local sheriff lying dead in a pool of blood sally fights for her life while a frontier surgeon tries to work a miracle burning with fury armed with a gun and a badge smoke jensen goes on the hunt a posse of one against a gang of outlaws more dangerous than he can know soon smoke is being lured into a trap at a place called black canyon a deep dark valley of death from which only one man will emerge alive

Creed of the Mountain Man
1999
originally published new york ny pinnacle books c2002

Courage of the Mountain Man
2001
usa today bestselling author smoke jensen is out to save a saloonkeeper s son from a bloodthirsty band of outlaws on the run from the law kate
coldane has sweated blood for this saloon and she won t let it go down without a fight silas atwood may be the richest rancher in hudspeth county
but that doesn t give him the right to push her around when atwood sends one of his goons to cause trouble at her watering hole kate s son rusty
guns him down it may have been self defense but atwood is the law and that means rusty has to run the law s got nothing on justice rusty flees to
the home of his uncle pearlie who straps on his six gun intending to return to hudspeth county and clear his nephew s name but smoke jensen the
mountain man won t let his friend ride into certain death with a handful of brave souls smoke storms the town ready to wage war against more than
two dozen of atwood s blood hungry killers drunk with power and afraid of no man silas atwood believes smoke jensen can be stopped with brute
force alone problem is silas atwood doesn t know smoke jensen

Bloodshed of the Mountain Man

2015-11-24

a seemingly easy job turns into a deadly battle when smoke jensen arrives in a town under siege by the ruthless bloody bill anderson and his gang
of sadistic killers but the outlaws are no match for smoke s twin colts

Assault of the Mountain Man

2011-05-26

this book is a celebration of life its astonishing view is from the perspective of someone living a simple isolated life in the rocky mountains as a
mountain man sylvan ambrose hart was born in the oklahoma territory in 1906 in the 1930 s while still a young man he walked into the rocky
mountains and designed a unique life for himself in the wilds hunting fishing trapping panning gold crafting his own tools weapons shelter and
clothes for almost fifty years he lived the life of a reclusive mountain man eventually gaining national fame as buckskin bill last of the mountain men
in 1973 another young man studying philosophy in a private college back east found that he could no longer abide being shackled by the
conventional wisdoms of our culture to the dismay of all who knew and loved him he dropped out of college and headed for the mountains he
cought a train cross country to montana then hopped a bus southbound skirting the rocky mountains at one point he simply stepped off the bus
and walked into the mountains with only a backpack machete and knife no food or gun determined to learn what the mountains offered to teach or
die trying after a few months of eating rattlesnakes ants and field mice this struggling newcomer to the mountains the author discovered the now
old and grizzled mountain man living not only successfully but quite flamboyantly in the depths of the rocky mountain wilderness on the river of no return buckskin was an extraordinary man anyone who ever met him walked away with stories and memories to be cherished for a lifetime here are my favorite memories of the last of the mountain men

**Trek of the Mountain Man**

2004-04

cunning of the mountain man framed for the murder of a rancher smoke jensen must escape the angry lynch mob out for his blood win the trust of the widow of his supposed victim and clear his name by exposing the land hungry killers responsible for the crime

**Brutal Night of the Mountain Man**

2016-11-29

two novels by william w johnstone ambush of the mountain man and wrath of the mountain man

**Pride of the Mountain Man**

1998

legendary mountain man smoke jensen hits the vengeance trail after an old friend s family is massacred

**Laughter in the Mountains**
when an old friends family is massacred legendary mountain man smoke jensen hits the vengeance trail he s soon riding into a bloody colorado war that has militia cavalry volunteers and kiowa warriors stalking each other across the territory matching kill for kill outrage for outrage defying both sides smoke uncovers a sinister conspiracy to set ranchers and kiowas at each other s throats it turns out that the war s been cooked up by renegade jack tatum and his outlaw band who stand to reap a fortune in gold by selling illegal guns and whiskey to the indians high atop the rockies a blizzard s white hell sets the stage for the final showdown with tatum s bloody gang as the mountain man unleashes an avalanche of destruction now his enemies are about to learn that the only thing smoke jensen sells is death wholesale

Cunning of the Mountain Man / Power of the Mountain Man

2006-02-01

smoke jensen the most powerful man on the sugarloaf frontier is all that stands between a greedy group of eastern slickers and their schemes for a criminal empire in the rockies when smoke heads to boston with his wife she is kidnapped and a furious smoke has a brutal showdown with a gang of hired guns

Ambush of the Mountain Man and Wrath of the Mountain Man

2003

from his missouri farm the boy travels west in his heart is vengeance in his hand is a navy colt by his side is the old mountain man named preacher who ll teach young smoke jensen everything he needs to know about fighting like the devil and when the time comes dying like a man although his enemies have destroyed everything he s ever loved they made one mistake

Warpath of the Mountain Man
2002

**Pride of the Mountain Man**

2007

**Warpath of the Mountain Man**

2003-04

**Rage of the Mountain Man**

1996-05-16

**The Last Mountain Man**

1996-02-08
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